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Here we demonstrate that the smallest possible motif of the 

amphiphilic and pleated β-strand structure can be generated 

with tri-peptides stabilized by π-π stacking interactions. 

Monitoring the early stages of Phe-Glu-Phe fibril formation 

revealed unique angular orientations. Phe-Glu-Phe fibrils 

were further exploited as adsorbing templates to metal ions.  

Deciphering the rules relating function and structure of naturally 

occurring biomolecules could pave the way to the development of 

novel functional biomaterials that are also biocompatible and 

biodegradable. Polynucleotides and proteins have been shown to self-

organize into hierarchically functional structures.
1-4

 In recent years, 

there has been growing interest in utilizing peptides as building blocks 

in certain secondary structures capable of assembling into 

nanostructures, for chemical, biological and medicinal applications.
5,6

 

Tailoring the exact sequence of amino acids in designed peptide 

assemblies allows tuning of the kinetics of the molecular 

arrangements, and their mechanical and chemical properties.  

Peptides sharing the amphiphilic motif of alternating hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic amino acids tend to form β-sheet structures and 

assemble as monolayers, sheets and as elongated bilayer fibrils in bulk 

solutions.
7-9

 Under appropriate conditions of concentrations, ionic 

strength and pH, these peptide fibrils in aqueous solutions are 

stabilized by hydrophobic interactions between the layers and cross 

strand hydrogen bonds along each layer. Segregation of the 

hydrophobic side chains from both layers makes them point towards 

each other and exposes the hydrophilic side chains to the surrounding 

solution. A network of such fibrils can stabilize a hydrogel phase.
10-13

 

Studies of short amyloid peptide assemblies revealed the dominant 

role of aromatic π-π stacking interactions in driving the formation of 

highly stable fibrils.
14

 Phe-Phe dipeptides and derivatives thereof were 

shown to form various nanostructures
14-16

 and more recently even the 

single amino acid Phe was found to form fibrils in aqueous solutions.
17

 

Nanotubes formed by Phe-Phe dipeptides were found to be highly 

stable
18

 yet in order to generate hydrogels based on this motif, the 

dipeptide had to be extended by an additional hydrophobic and 

aromatic residue
19

 or by the Fmoc (fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl 

chloride) moiety.
16,20

 Fmoc-dipeptides
20,21

 as well as Fmoc derivatives 

of single amino acids were found to generate hydrogels
22

 highlighting 

the intrinsic tendency of this group to assemble into fibrils. Based on 

these studies it may be deduced that the intermolecular interactions 

between non-aromatic dipeptides are insufficient to drive their 

assembly into fibrils whereas with all hydrophobic tripeptides β-sheet 

fibrils and their hydrogels can be obtained. Based on these recent 

evidences concerning the unique stabilizing effect of phenyl---phenyl 

interactions on peptide assemblies,
9,23,24

 here we investigated whether 

the smallest amphiphilic β-pleated motif, with the general sequence 

Phe-X-Phe, bearing a central X hydrophilic amino acid, could form X-

functionalized β-sheet fibril assemblies, as well as hydrogels.  

The peptide Phe-Glu-Phe was found, at concentrations up to 20 mM, 

to completely dissolve in basic solutions (pH > 10.5) and precipitate 

out of solution under acidic conditions, favoring the protonated state 

of the Glu side chains. As the assembly into fibrils is highly dependent 

on the characteristic pKa value of the central Glu residue,
21

 pH 

measurements through titrating with hydrochloric acid were carried 

out with three peptide solutions, 1, 2.5 and 5 mM (Fig. 1a); The pH of 

the three Phe-Glu-Phe solutions dropped sharply to ~9.2 and then 

moderately decreased towards ~7.5 indicating a pKa at ~8.3, which 

can be associated with the peptides' amine termini. This apparent pKa 

region was indeed not observed in the titrations of the termini-

protected peptide analogue Ac-Phe-Glu-Phe-NH2 (Supporting Fig.S1). 
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The Phe-Glu-Phe solutions showed an additional pKa region between 

pH ~6 and 4 attributed to the Glu side chains. Moreover, the 2.5 and 5 

mM Phe-Glu-Phe solutions showed a positive jump in pH along this 

pKa region, accompanied by the appearance of turbidity (similar 

behavior was detected for the 5 mM Ac-Phe-Glu-Phe-NH2, Supporting 

Fig. S1).  

Phe-Glu-Phe 5 mM samples at pH 7, below the amine apparent pKa, 

visualized by TEM (transmission electron microscopy), showed no 

detectable molecular assemblies, yet at pH 5.3, at the Glu apparent 

pKa region, elongated ribbons several micrometres in length and up 

to hundreds of nanometres in width were detected (Fig. 1a inset). 

Hence, the instantaneous increase in pH, at the apparent Glu pKa 

region, arises from fast fibrilar growth and elongation accompanied 

by the withdrawal of protons from the solution to neutralize the 

charged Glu residues. Phe-Glu-Phe 5 mM solutions were further 

characterized by CD (circular dichroism) measurements at a range of 

pH values below and above this apparent pKa. All spectra were found 

to be highly consistent with two positive peaks at 198 and 218 nm 

(Fig. 1b) reported previously for Phe amino acid,
25

 the dipeptide Phe-

Phe
18

 and poly-Phe
26

. These two characteristic peaks were attributed 

to π-π* and n-π* transitions, respectively, as the direct outcome of 

phenyl rings π-stacking.
27,28

 Interestingly, the Phe-Glu-Phe CD spectra 

indicate that such Phe---Phe stacking interactions are maintained 

both above and below the apparent Glu pKa, where fibril assemblies 

are already present. As stacking interactions were not observed in 

previously reported CD measurements of 13 residue peptides that 

exhibit this dyad motif,
29

 we were interested to see whether the five 

residue version of this motif, i.e. Phe-(Glu-Phe)2, would exhibit the π-

stacking interactions. The CD spectra of this peptide showed a 

transition at pH 5.5 - 5.9 (at its pKa region, Supporting Fig.S1), from 

the Phe---Phe stacking absorption to that of a β-sheet structure (Fig. 

1c). Hence, this heptapeptide at high pH shows π-stacking 

interactions indicating that the charged peptide folds in a manner that 

allows the stacking of phenyl rings. Then at the pKa region these 

interactions yielded to the cross strand β-sheet hydrogen bonds. This 

two-state conformational transition is also supported by an 

isodichroic point at 212 nm (black arrow Fig. 1c). FTIR (Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy) measurements of both the tri- and 

the hepta-peptides that were first assembled into fibrils and then 

dried showed spectra with the amide I peak at 1636 and its shoulder at 

1694 cm
-1

, indicative of the anti-parallel β-sheet packing (Supporting 

Fig.S2). Previously reported Phe-Phe and Phe-Phe-Phe peptides also 

showed FTIR peak at 1630 cm
-1

 that was attributed to sheet-like 

conformation.
30,31

 Phe-Glu-Phe which was further characterized in 

solution for β-sheet formation by ThT (thioflavin T) binding assay, 

already showed increased fluorescence intensity for the lower 

concentration solutions ~1 mM which in titration measurements 

showed almost no detectable pKa region. In contrast the non-

aromatic Val-Glu-Val peptide did not show any increase in 

fluorescence, hence no β-sheet structure at this concentration 

(Supporting Fig.S3). These results emphasize the unique contribution 

of the Phe---Phe interactions detected by the CD measurements of 

Phe-Glu-Phe, to the assembly of this amphiphilic tripeptide in β-sheet 

fibrils.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Secondary structure analysis as a function of pH. (a) Titration curves of 

basified Phe-Glu-Phe, 1, 2.5 and 5 mM solutions and as a reference of deionized 

water. Inset: TEM micrograph of the 5 mM solution sampled at pH = 5.3 showing 

assembled peptide ribbons composed of peptide bilayers assembled in an anti-

parallel β-sheet (four peptides composing a repeat unit in the bilayer fibrils 

illustrated schematically on the right ). CD spectra of (b) 5 mM Phe-Glu-Phe and 

(c) 1 mM Phe-(Glu-Phe)2. 

The formation of fibrillar structures by Phe-Glu-Phe at low pH 

solutions has led us to examine whether at increased peptide 

concentrations hydrogels could be obtained. Titrations of the peptide 

solutions to low pH, however, did not result in hydrogel formation but 

rather in turbidity indicative of peptide aggregation and precipitation. 

Nonetheless, when peptide Phe-Glu-Phe was dissolved in pure HFIP 

(hexafluoroisopropanol) and next supplemented with deionized 

water, stable hydrogels did form (determined by flipping over test 

tubes and observing flow cessation as well as by rheology 

measurements, see Supporting Fig. S4). The HFIP dissolved the 

peptide and with the addition of water as a co-solvent, the more 

hydrophilic conditions drove the peptides to form a sufficiently 

extensive fibril network that stabilized a hydrogel. The hydrogels were 

obtained at concentrations as low as 0.1% w/v (2.2 mM) in 1:9 (v/v) 

HFIP:deionized water (pH~4). This exceptional ability of such a small 

amphiphilic peptide to form fibrils that stabilize hydrogels points to 

the prominent contribution of π-stacking interactions between the 

Phe side chains.  

To assess the contribution of the central hydrophilic amino acid as 

well as the peptide termini to hydrogel formation, the peptides Phe-

Thr-Phe, Ac-Phe-Glu-Phe-NH2 and Phe-Cys-Phe were examined in 

various conditions to see whether they form hydrogels. Indeed, these 

peptides did form hydrogels, although they did so at a higher 

concentration of 4% w/v. In addition, the positively charged peptide 

Phe-Lys-Phe was found to completely dissolve under the 

aforementioned conditions. Yet, by dissolving > 5% of the peptide in 

0.1 M KCl at ~70 
°
C, followed by cooling the solution to room 

temperature a hydrogel was stabilized. Observations made by 

electron microscopy for all these Phe-X-Phe peptides in conditions 

favoring the assembly and gelation showed broad range of fibrillar 

structures. In contrast, the tripeptide Val-Glu-Val did not form 

hydrogels under any of the conditions described above, emphasizing 

the essential contribution of the phenylalanine’s π-π interactions to 

the stabilization of the hydrogel assemblies. Further support for the 
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existence of π-stacking interactions in fibrils formed by Phe-Glu-Phe 

was obtained by fluorescence measurements of 5 mM in 1:1 v/v 

HFIP:deionized water, which showed the peaks at 279 and 327 nm and 

their red-shift with time indicative of fibril growth (Supporting Fig. 

S5). 

To provide further insight on fibril structures, a sample of Phe-Glu-Phe 

peptide solution was placed on a mica surface and allowed to 

completely dry before scanning with AFM (atomic force microscopy). 

High-resolution tip scans (see experimental) acquired in regions 

between micron-size fibers (Supporting Fig. S6a) revealed domains of 

aligned fibrils with persistence lengths extending over hundreds of 

nanometres (Fig. 2). The smooth edges of the fibril domains appeared 

in close contact with neighboring domains of similarly aligned fibrils. 

Interestingly, the fibrils in the two neighboring domains appeared 

aligned at a close to normal angle relative one another. The average 

width of the fibrils was found by Fourier analysis and by averaging 

topography profiles (Supporting Fig. S7) to be 2.3 nm, suggesting that 

the width of each fibril is composed of two peptides. In addition, the 

scanned height 0.9 nm, corresponded well with the dimensions of one 

layer of the peptide in the pleated conformation (Fig. 2). Such a single 

layer of the peptides can be induced by the hydrophilic mica 

substrate. The normally aligned fibril domains may point to π-π 

stacking interactions between Phe side chains on the edge of one 

domain that cooperatively affect also the neighboring domain. This 

type of normally aligned fibril domain was also observed for Phe-Glu-

Phe on Si wafer and in samples of Phe-Thr-Phe peptide on mica 

(Supporting Fig. S6d and e). 

 

 
Fig. 2 Assembly on solid surface. AFM scan of dried 2.2mM Phe-Glu-Phe on mica 

dissolved in 1:9 (v/v) HFIP:deionized water, showing peptides in fibrillar domains 

aligned at 85° as determined by the Fourier transform image analysis (bottom 

left). Cross-sectional topography analysis of the assembled peptides fibrils 

yielded height=0.9 and width=2.3 nm (Supporting Fig. 7). These fibril dimensions 

correspond to the height of Phe-Glu-Phe in a β-pleated conformation and to two 

peptides packed along each fibril's width (illustrated schematically with 

dimensions for this hypothetical arrangement measured by the molecular 

modeling program Cerius2, bottom right). 

Further evidence for the preferred alignment between fibrils was also 

obtained by cryo-TEM images acquired in the early stages of Phe-Glu-

Phe assembly. To this end, we utilized 0.1% w/v Phe-Glu-Phe in 1:9 v/v 

HFIP:deionized water solution which was found to form a hydrogel 

rather slowly, over the course of 1 h. The sample taken immediately 

after the addition of deionized water to the Phe-Glu-Phe in HFIP 

solution, (t = 0 min), showed peptide fibrils, micrometres long and 8.7 

± 1.5 nm in width (representing 3 laterally condensed fibril units 

detected by AFM). Already at this early stage of the assembly process, 

distinct alignment angles between the fibrils were detected, pointing 

to π-π stacking interactions extending across interacting fibrils. 

Detailed analysis of the angles formed between intersecting and 

stemming fibrils (white and black arrows on Fig. 3a, respectively), 

indicated a higher tendency to relative orientations at close to the 

right angle. The 15 minutes samples overall, showed an even larger 

number of inter-fibril alignments highly biased towards 80°-90° (Fig. 

3b The termini protected analog Ac-Phe-Glu-Phe-NH2 showed no 

evidence for inter-fibril alignment but rather packed into wide and 

thick ribbons indicating that the packing of this peptide, in which the 

Phe side chains on neighboring peptides along the backbone direction 

are further apart compared to the free termini peptide, resulted in loss 

of the cross-fibril stacking interactions (See Supporting Fig. S8).  

 

 
Fig. 3 Time dependent assembly as observed by Cryo-TEM. Phe-Glu-Phe 

assemblies, sampled at 0 and 15 min (a and b, respectively) with the 

corresponding histogram (to the right of each micrograph) illustrating the 

angular distribution of interacting (stemming and intersecting, black and white 

arrows, respectively) fibrils. The number of measured angles for each sample 

indicated on the angular plot.  

The tendency of Phe decorated interacting fibrils to align at close to 

right angles although not addressed in previous publications, can be 

observed in electron microscopy images of the single Phe fibrils,
17

 di-

phenylalanine nanotubes
32

  and tri-phenylalanine ribbons.
31

  

The amphiphilic tripeptide Phe-Glu-Phe fibrils exposing the Glu 

anionic side chains to the surrounding solution were further exploited 

as adsorbing templates to metal ions. Silver cations could be adsorbed 

to the peptide fibrils and be reduced by ascorbic acid to form metallic 

structures (see Supporting Fig. S9a) coating the peptide nanofibrils. In 

addition it was found that gold nanoparticles (citrate stabilized, d = 40 

nm) which were first dispersed in a solution of preassembled peptide 

fibrils became preferentially adsorb to fibril edges (see Supporting Fig. 

S9b). The gold anchored peptide fibrils were next used to template 

the silver ions that were further reduced to the metallic form. In this 

sequential templating procedure single crystalline silver 

metalnanorods were found to nucleate with their long axes lying 

parallel to the peptide fibril long axes (Fig. 4a and b).  
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Fig. 4 Gold embedded silver nanorod formation on peptide templates. (a) TEM 

image of gold decorated fibrils that were supplemented with silver ions solution 

and further reduced with equimolar solution of the reducing agent. (b) STEM 

image of the sample in (a) with the corresponding electron diffraction pattern. 

Gold nanoparticles, determined by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), could 

be detected (darker round shapes) impregnated within single crystalline silver 

rods elongated in the <200> direction. 

Conclusions 

The amphiphilic tripeptides Phe-X-Phe can support π-π interactions 

between phenylalanine side chains that are interacting across 

antiparallel neighboring β-strands, to the extent that enables the 

formation of fibrillar assemblies as well as hydrogels. In a recent 

publication by the groups of Ulijn and Tuttle the amphiphilic and 

positively charged tripeptides Lys-Tyr-Phe, Lys-Tyr-Tyr, Lys-Phe-Phe 

and Lys-Tyr-Trp were shown to form hydrogels following molecular 

modeling analysis of all naturally occurring tripeptides (20
3
 

combinations). Especially it is interesting that the reported here Phe-

Lys-Phe peptide that was found to form hydrogel showed identical 

aggregation propensity values (see Supplementary Table 5 in 
33

) as the 

Lys-Phe-Phe peptide that also formed hydrogel.
33

 In the Phe-X-Phe 

family the π-π interactions were found to traverse the fibrils and 

adopt preferred orientations between intersecting fibrils and ordered 

fibril domains. Highly stable fibrils were obtained by Phe-Glu-Phe 

tripeptides stabilized by the stacking interactions in concert with the 

hydrogen bonds between the Glu side chains. This peptide exhibited a 

unique platform of highly ordered and stable fibrils amenable for 

subsequent functionalization.  
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